
Insight Cloud Migration Services
An unrivalled delivery approach to migrating your 
applications, data and workloads.

Moving to the cloud, be it hybrid, multi- or public, is now a vital component of any 
transformation strategy. Having a clear path, comprehensive strategy and detailed 
migration plan are crucial in enabling you to fully embrace the advantages the  
cloud brings.

With your business objectives at its heart, Insight’s Cloud Migration Services are a 
combination of industry-leading best-practices designed to move workloads to the 
cloud the best way possible and to allow you to maximise the platform’s significant 
benefits. 

Business challenge
Migration events are major exercises – 51% of IT transformation initiatives stalled or 
were abandoned due to challenges encountered while undertaking transformational 
projects. [source:Insight Technology Index Report 2019]

Whether you’re adopting the cloud for the first time or extending your use of it, one 
thing is certain: the transformation process involves intense amounts of planning, time, 
and resources, best executed by those with experience. Risks of data corruption or loss, 
as well as unplanned downtime, are real and need to be effectively managed and 
mitigated by experts.

Our solution
Our framework for cloud migration enables you to rapidly evolve your IT services – both 
on and off-premise, drive transformation, and free up staff to focus on core applications 
and innovation.

Combining our extensive experience and expertise with our highly skilled people, 
optimised processes and leading migration technologies, we bring an unrivalled 
delivery approach to migrating your applications, data and workloads. With a 
comprehensive strategy and customised migration plan, you’ll have the peace of 
mind of knowing you’ll get it right, first time, with minimum disruption and enhanced 
business outcomes.

Benefits
• Faster migration and management

• Efficiently plan, build and execute
transformation to cloud or new
data centres

• Professional support from highly
experienced experts

Why Insight
Decades of experience  
We have helped organisations transform 
IT service delivery, operations, and 
resources to meet business challenges for 
more than 30 years.

Deep expertise 
Our 1,500+ services professionals carry 
more than 3,000 technical certifications, 
which include all major cloud, storage, 
data protection, networking, and security 
technologies.

Strategic partnerships 
We maintain tight alignment with 
leading technology manufacturers and 
work closely to continuously improve on 
products hitting the market.

Solution Brief
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An end-to-end journey
Our standardised step-by-step approach and services ensure your 
journey to the cloud is seamless, secure and successful. 

We’ll deliver and manage a full cloud transformation for you across 
the plan, build and manage stages and will provide management, 
monitoring, and support:

• Plan – developing or refining a cloud strategy that syncs business
lines and IT groups.

• Build – deploying and enabling the new architecture, and
operationalising the cloud.

• Manage –  ensuring the new environment is not only manageable
but helpful in driving your transformation.
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Document your  
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Cloud Transformation Delivery
Our cloud transformation is delivered via five core services.

IT transformation isn’t just a technology decision — it’s a strategic move for modern businesses.  

We’re here to help. To find out more about our Cloud Migration Services, please talk to your Insight Account Manager




